
"Quality manufactured server 
racks to British & EU standards"

 Double section welded frame 
structure.

 Lockable front door.

 Turning angle of front door is over 
180 degrees.

 Turning angle of rear door is over 
90 degrees.

 Static loading capacity up to 60kg.

 500mm depth with 100mm turn 
clearance (600mm)

 Manufactured for convenient and 
quick wall mounting.

 Black powder coated mild steel 

KWR-6612SF 
12U double section wall mounted swing frame cabinet

KWR double section wall mounted cabinets are suitable for server rooms, audio rooms, 
wiring closets, manufacturing areas, warehouses, or anywhere where heavy networking 
equipment needs to be protected and have regular access. 
The double swing structure with removable side panels gives easy access to install and 
maintain IT equipment.

PDUeX wall mounted cabinets are of robust structure, and extremely easy to 
assemble, it only takes 5 minutes for a skillful person to assemble a whole 
cabinet.

Dimensions:
9U Wall mounted cabinet (swing frame) 
600mm x 600mm x 635mm

Packed ready built unit 
615mm x 610mm x 650mm 
Volume = 0.244 m3

Knocked down packed unit 
650mm x 615mm x 250mm            
Volume = 0.100 m3

Adjustable Vertical Rails Removable Side Panel

Cable Entry Cover Rear Swing Frame

Front and rear vertical rails 
are fully adjustable to 
simplify mounting and 
cabling

Removable side panels to 
simplify installation of 
accessories and monitoring of 
IT equipment

Cable entry cover provides 
easy cable access on both 
the top and bottom panels.
2x 120mm fans can be 
pre-installed (optional)

Swing frame allows the cabinet 
to swing away from the wall for 
easy access to equipment and 
cabling.

**Note - image shows 6U cabinet



KWR Swing frame cabinet sizes

Popular rack/cabinet accessories (optional) 

KWB-IEC10H
10 way IEC C13 horizontal PDU

KWB-IEC8HCLICK
8 way lockable IEC C13 horizontal PDU

KWB-1UBLANK
1U blanking plate for 19" rack

KWB-PATCH24P
1U CAT6 24 port patch panel for 19" rack
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